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- [Image of network diagram with nodes A, B, and C, and IP addresses 10.0.0.0/16 and 10.1.0.0/16]

  - **Public IP**
  - **deny dst 10.0.0.0/15**
  - **permit all**
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- **source**: 20.0.0.1
  - **destination**: 10.0.0.1

- **source**: 20.0.0.1
  - **destination**: 10.1.0.1

- **source**: 20.0.0.1
  - **destination**: 10.0.0.0/15

- **source**: 10.0.0.0/16
  - **destination**: 10.1.0.0/16

- **source**: 10.0.0.0/16
  - **destination**: 10.1.0.0/16

**Network Diagram**:
- **Router A** connected to Public IP.
- **Router B** connected to **Router A** and **Router C**.
- **Router C** connected to **Router B**.

**Actions**:
- **Deny** 10.0.0.0/15
- **Permit** all other traffic.
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- **B**
  - deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
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- **C**
  - 10.1.0.0/16
  - deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
  - permit all

- **10.0.0.0/16**

- **10.1.0.0/16**
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- In-network ACLs are tangled with routing policies
- Service access becomes increasingly more complex
- WAN is always growing in both size and complexity
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Failures caused by ACL misconfiguration is harmful

ACL misconfiguration undermines redundancy efforts

ACL misconfiguration is hard to be diagnosed
Root Reason

Operators can hardly handle too many complicated details in a large WAN
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![Too many rules in an ACL](image2.png)

```
[1] deny AAA
[2] permit BBB
...
[1000] permit CCC
...
[2000] deny DDD
...
[3000] permit EEE
...
[default] deny all
```

IPv4 header space: $2^{32}+32+16+16+8 = 10^{31}$
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Fix Plan:
add permit src 10.0.0.0/15 to B
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It works!
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Intent language is necessary

- I want to check the correctness of an ACL update
- I want to fix an incorrect ACL update plan
- I want to generate an ACL update plan from scratch
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But, how can I express my intent?

Our language should be:
- Specific to common ACL update process
- High-level enough to use
Common Process: specifying update scope
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By any means, I cannot realize an ACL update occurs

Intent
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Plan to deploy VPN
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Intent

scope A, B, C
allow B, C
Common Process: specifying candidate routers

Plan to deploy VPN

Public IP

A: No ACL
B: allowed
C: allowed
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allow B, C
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Intent
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deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
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Common Process: describing an update plan

- **Intent**
  - scope A, B, C
  - allow B, C
  - move A.allRules to B, C

- **Diagram**
  - Nodes A, B, C
  - Public IP
  - Routes: 10.0.0.0/16, 10.1.0.0/16

- Filters:
  - deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
  - permit all
Common Process: specifying what to do

**Intent**
scope A, B, C
allow B, C
move A.allRules to B, C
check: trafficNoChange
if not: fix

deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
permit all
Common Process: specifying what to do

**Intent**
- scope A, B, C
- allow B, C
- move A.allRules to B, C
- check: trafficNoChange
- if not: fix

```
deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
permit all
```

```
deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
permit all
```
Intent Language: LAI

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{prog} & ::= \text{region}; \text{req}; \text{cmd} \\
\text{region} & ::= \text{scope } l<n>; \text{ allow } l<n> \\
\text{req} & ::= \text{modify } l<n> \text{ to } l<n'> \\
\text{cmd} & ::= \text{check} \\
& \quad | \quad \text{fix} \\
& \quad | \quad \text{generate} \\
\text{l<n>} & ::= \text{nil} \mid n \text{ and } l \\
\text{n} & ::= \text{device} : \text{interface} \\
\text{n'} & ::= \text{device'} : \text{interface'} \\
\text{h} & ::= \text{src prefix} \mid \text{dst prefix}
\end{align*}
\]

Note: this BNF is a simplified version.
Intent Language: LAI

```
prog ::= region; req; cmd
region ::= scope l<n>; allow l<n>
req ::= modify l<n> to l<n ‘>
cmd ::= check
    | fix
    | generate
l<n> ::= nil | n and l
n ::= device : interface
n’ ::= device’ : interface’
h ::= src prefix | dst prefix
```

Intent
scope A, B, C
allow B, C
move A.allRules to B, C
check: trafficNoChange
if not: fix

Program written in LAI
1. scope A, B, C
2. allow B, C
3. modify A, B, C to Φ, A, A
4. check
5. fix

Note: this BNF is a simplified version.
Intent Language: LAI

It is hard to implement these three primitives

```
prog ::= region; req; cmd
region ::= scope l<n>; allow l<n>
req ::= modify l<n> to l<n>'
cmd ::= check
     | fix
     | generate
l<n> ::= nil | n and l
n ::= device : interface
n' ::= device' : interface'
h ::= src prefix | dst prefix
```

Program written in LAI

1. **scope** A, B, C
2. **allow** B, C
3. **modify** A, B, C to \( \phi \), A, A
4. **check**
5. **fix**

Note: this BNF is a simplified version.
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• Introduction and motivation
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• Three primitives: check, fix, and generate
  - Formal verification
  - Synthesis

• Experience
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Primitive: check

- Rigorously verify whether an update plan meets operators’ intent

- Why state of the art does not help?
  - Data plane verification
    - Not support ACL update verification
  - Control plane verification
    - Not scalable to large networks
  - Control plane compression
    - Not suitable to WAN with heterogeneous topology & configuration
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deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
permit all
Basic Design: check

Intent: reachability of all traffics will not change after the update

deny dst 10.0.0.0/15
permit all

Public IP

X
A
C
B
Y
Z
10.0.0.0/16
10.1.0.0/16
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Intent: reachability of all traffics will not change after the update

- Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEC</th>
<th>Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X -&gt; A -&gt; B -&gt; Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X -&gt; A -&gt; C -&gt; Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y -&gt; B -&gt; C -&gt; Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Use FEC 3 as an example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEC</th>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>Path Model Before Updates</th>
<th>Path Model After Updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
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\[ F(h) = \neg ( (B(h) ∧ C(h)) \leftrightarrow (B′(h) ∧ C′(h)) ) \]

Is there an \( h \) where two groups of ACLs have different actions
Basic Design: check

• Use FEC 3 as an example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEC</th>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>Path Model Before Updates</th>
<th>Path Model After Updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Y -&gt; B -&gt; C -&gt; Z</td>
<td>B(h) ∧ C(h)</td>
<td>B’(h) ∧ C’(h)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boolean function of packet header h

• Verify the combined logic formula via SMT solver

\[ F(h) = \neg \left( (B(h) \land C(h)) \leftrightarrow (B'(h) \land C'(h)) \right) \land h.\text{src} \in Y \land h.\text{dst} \in Z \]

Is there an h where two groups of ACLs have different actions, and h belongs to FEC 3?
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Theorem 4.1
Consider two ACLs $L$ and $L'$. $L$ is equivalent to $L'$ if $R(L, D_{L,L'})$ is equivalent to $R(L', D_{L,L'})$. $D_{L,L'} = (L - L \cap L') \cup (L' - L \cap L')$, and $R(L, S) = \{ k \in L: \exists k' \in S, \exists h, m_k(h) \wedge m_{k'}(h) \}$, where $m_k(h)$ means whether packet $h$ matches the $k$-th rule in $L$.
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Optimization Insight

Fact: an ACL update usually involves only a small part of rules

Theorem 4.1
Consider two ACLs $L$ and $L'$. $L$ is equivalent to $L'$ if $R(L, D_{L,L})$ is equivalent to $R(L', D_{L,L'})$. $D_{L,L'} = (L - L \bar{\cap} L') \cup (L' - L \bar{\cap} L')$, and $R(L, S) = \{ k \in L : \exists k' \in S, \exists h, m_k(h) \land m_{k'}(h) \}$, where $m_k(h)$ means whether packet $h$ matches the $k$-th rule in $L$.

Except for updated rules, encoding a bit more rules is enough!

Note: we have another optimization to speed up the cases where a lot of rules are involved.
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permit all

permit dst 10.4.0.0/16
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```

update

```
permit dst 10.0.0.0/16
permit dst 10.1.0.0/16
deny dst 10.0.0.0/14
permit all
```

```
permit dst 10.4.0.0/16
permit dst 10.5.0.0/16
deny dst 10.4.0.0/14
permit all
```
Only Checking "delta"

permit dst 10.0.0.0/16
deny dst 10.0.0.0/14
permit all

permit dst 10.4.0.0/16
permit dst 10.5.0.0/16
deny dst 10.4.0.0/14
permit all

The only change: adding one rule

update

permit dst 10.0.0.0/16
permit dst 10.1.0.0/16
deny dst 10.0.0.0/14
permit all

permit dst 10.4.0.0/16
permit dst 10.5.0.0/16
deny dst 10.4.0.0/14
permit all

We only need to encode these rules in model
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- Correct an ACL update plan if it violates operators' intent
- Why state of the art does not help?
  - Firewall repair
    - Not support distributed ACLs
  - Routing configuration repair
    - Only support repairing IGP configurations

Too Many Counter Examples -- \(10^{30}\)
Primitive: fix

- Correct an ACL update plan if it violates operators' intent
- Why state of the art does not help?
  - Firewall repair
    - Not support distributed ACLs
  - Routing configuration repair
    - Only support repairing IGP configurations

\[ O(10) \text{ rounds} \]
Primitive: \textit{generate}

- Synthesize an update plan according to operators' intent
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- Synthesize an update plan according to operators' intent
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Primitive: generate

- Synthesize an update plan according to operators' intent
- Why state of the art does not help?
  - Control plane synthesis
    - Only support BGP & OSPF
    - Not support synthesize ACL
    - Not scalable

- Straight Forward Solution: Fix from Scratch
- Optimizations: Grouping ACL & Pruning Search Tree
Outline

- Introduction and motivation
- LAI: Language for ACL update intent
- Three primitives: check, fix, and generate
- Experience
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Case Study

This migration will block a lot of traffic within the regional backbone

BAD NEWS
- Handling this migration manually may take several weeks
- Any error can cause network outage

GOOD NEWS
+ Now we have Jinjing

With Jinjing
+ Only express intent
+ Safely and automatically generate update plan
+ 15 minutes to generate a plan

Note: This topology is different from our production network.
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Jinjing contributes in every aspect

Preparation: several weeks $\xrightarrow{\text{intent language}}$ several hours

Reliability: not guaranteed $\xrightarrow{\text{three primitives}}$ guaranteed

Efficiency: $O(10)$ hours $\xrightarrow{\text{optimizations}}$ $\sim$10 minutes
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• ACL update is error-prone
  • Tangled with numerous routing path
  • Service access requirements are complex
  • WAN is always growing

• We designed Jinjing to safely and automatically update ACLs
  • First intent language sufficient for operators' daily use
  • Three efficient primitives with only O(10) minutes running time

• Real-world deployment in large-scale WAN
  • Effectively protect WAN from ACL misconfigurations